
Pricing Administrator

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Pricing Administrator position that would use my experience and training to the fullest, while also 
providing for opportunity, growth and the ability to leverage my creativity. Proficiency's: Word, 
Excel, PowerPoint&amp; Outlook.

Skills

Microsoft Office, 10-Key.

Work Experience

Pricing Administrator
ABC Corporation  April 2005 – April 2006 
 Maintained the database tool that drives the discounts for Avnet &amp; their partners.
 Entered new part numbers, pricing and discounts in the tool on a daily basis.
 Performed troubleshooting on problems within the discount tool.
 Created and maintained the customer discount matrix and sent them out monthly to the 

Account Mangers.
 Managed Avnets discounts from IBM using IBM announcements.
 Corresponded with ADMs to determine their partners discounts.
 Updated the database daily to add new parts, coding them and entering new customers.

Pricing Administrator
Delta Corporation  2003 – 2005 
 Develop, prepare, and present bids or proposals related to the award of contracts.
 Keep the unbilled and missing rate report totals to a minimum.
 Negotiate and provide rates to brokers for truckload freight.
 Developed &amp; Maintained Customer and Vendor pricing structures, including product 

records Inventory Control, Inventory Coordinator Created custom .
 Perform computations necessary to ensure general ledger adjustments are accurately 

reflected within JDE and general ledger Load SKU additions and .
 Maintaining and updating computer system with special pricing for all of our customers 

Developing and keeping relationships with our entire sales .
 Maintain, create and establish all pricing for US Tradebe in SAP system Assist in creating and 

maintaining Customer information in Customer Master .

Education

Masters Of Business Administration
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